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The Leonardo COVID-19 Diaries
Two days after the lockdowns were announced from California and Paris, Leonardo launched a twice-weekly online
video chat, “Coffee and Cocktails,” convening artists and scientists from around the world to share experience, solidarity,
provocation, in the midst of an unprecedented pandemic.
Here are excerpts selected from some initial insights and
reflections on the COVID-19 crisis collected in April 2020.
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Aside from an obligatory sense of world-ending anxiety,
this quarantine has me looking at commonplace things,
things that I regularly take for granted, a little differently.
I’ve been left wondering, how do we balance our need for
privacy and autonomy in the face of serious global security
and safety concerns? Why can’t our most essential workers
afford to pay their rents? Who wins and who loses when we
bail out business? Is my victory garden sufficient to stave off
global food supply collapse? And, what the heck are people
doing with toilet paper?
—Raphael Arar

I believe COVID-19 represents an opportunity to begin
preparing to ramp up resiliency efforts based on various
scenarios. Cameron Sinclair last week asked the question,
“What if we had a natural disaster to confront on top
of this? Are we prepared?” We live here in “earthquake
country.” Faced with an ’06 style quake now, what would
we do? The clean we now enjoy screams for better air
protection in the future. Let’s do it!

—Eckhart C. Beatty

Civil society is at risk. I am particularly concerned about
the nonprofit sector that sustains it. We face multiple crises
that require creativity and community. Arts organizations
will suffer, and many may not survive; cultural institutions,
academia, and educational infrastructure will be all but
decimated. My hope is that we will take this opportunity
to rebuild a resilient civil society that can meet today’s
challenges: climate change, food security, and public health,
with social justice.

A thing I’ve been working on for a while is how to sustain
a network of learning hubs . . . and continue to learn in
times of crisis. . . . I thought if we established relationships
and set collaborative projects in motion, with positive
group patterns/behaviours and methods, it would be even
more vital to keep learning together so that the borders,
other restrictions and forms of control would not stop us
adapting creatively and engaging with the great challenges
of our time.

—Alan Boldon

This pandemic has revealed how even the most “primitive”
(quasi-)living entities can exert their agency over
human society. In addition to exposing our fragilities
and inequities, COVID-19 has also presented us with
an opportunity to rethink the basic epistemological,
ontological and ethical foundations that guide our
relationships to each other and to other life on Earth.
How will we, as a cultural and intellectual community,
contribute to this much needed reorientation?
—Carlos Castellanos

The phenomenon of COVID-19 is not unprecedented in
history. The contemporary benefits and disadvantages
of technological progress make it unique for each of us,
both in individual and collective terms of engagement.
The cancellation and postponement of in-situ events and
practices allows us increasing time for reflection regarding
our position within Leonardo and in everyday life. Are we
taking advantage of it?

—Nina Czegledy

Singapore calls it “Circuit Breaker,” but whatever you
call it, our connections and communities are shifting. As
difficult as it might seem, those of us who have the privilege
of still having choices must exercise them carefully to look
after the excluded ones. Losing physical and geographical
constraints should be seen as an opportunity to hear
distant voices, and embrace them (a word I have come
to cherish).

—Isabelle Desjeux

—Carol Bier
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The most fascinating thing to me in the past few months
has been to see the world get a lesson in humility. That too
by the smallest of creatures. We as a collective may not
meet our obligations to the planet however mother Earth
doesn’t let us off easy and, in some sense, Corona serves us
right. I hope we start to seriously care for each other and
the planet as we are the solution to our survival on Earth.
—Adiraj Gupta

COVID-19 is slowed by lockdowns but only halted with
science and technology. As with the Climate Crisis, dealing
with pandemics requires changing the ancient aspect of
the human psyche that in rejecting science retreats into the
comfort of nationalism and ethnocentrism. The universality
provided in the arts needs to come to the aid of science and
technology, helping to ameliorate and eventually replace
that now evil aspect of the human psyche.
—Greg Harper

Abbreviated! C-Ovid-19. Mona Lisa = map of Notebooks.
Hydrology, geology, tectonics, erosion. Bridge = historical
process of art, science, engineering. Flows into garment/
vortex = accumulated learning, IT, “borrowed robes,”
copies. Separate from & subordinate to human Experience,
Leonardo’s “mistress” & portrait, in science (experiment/
observation) & art (creation/perception). ML mirrors
each human: we all experience. Add meditation, network
neuroscience, Calvino’s Six Memos (“Consistency” = GEB),
Santillana. MIT/Leonardo accelerator (WJaneway?):
focus = unorthodox, transformative, participatory, emergent, transdisciplinary, Hippocratic. “Aesthetic Nexus.”
—Max Herman

As Jonilda Hauwer Gouveia and Justino Rezende Tuyuka
report, Brazilian Indians used to avoid epidemics by
isolation in the depths of the forest. While I am physically
isolated, I am also connected to networks of people who
are active in the fight against other kinds of viruses, such
as the devastation of the environment, racism and fascist
obscurantism. I believe in valuing sciences, arts and
education as a possible way out of the current crisis.
—Celina F. Lage

With the COVID-19 outbreak, many sociopolitical
issues are becoming even more apparent. One of them
is the dodging of responsibilities and shifting blames of
government officials. It reflects the problem of our current
sociopolitical mechanism and has been one of the causes
of this pandemic’s widespread. The action of dodging
responsibilities is called “甩锅” in Chinese idiom, which
literally means “tossing a pan.”

—Jiabao Li

The Leonardo community’s support efforts to deal with
the COVID-19 pandemic inspire me as an artist and
biologist taking opportunities to connect the fundamental
biology of COVID-19 for human infection and control
with art representing our emotional responses to fear and
depression. The Leonardo community’s strong art-science
voice from people with common interests without physical
and race boundaries give us positive energy to persevere
and survive this dark historic moment with hope for a
better world.

—Qinqin Liu

Our homes and our streets have become our new
lab. Articles on masks, virology, exponential graphs,
microbiome mapping, historical plagues, DIY art-science
projects, and bioethics inundate our newsfeeds. Are
bioartists, who have been engaging with these issues
for years, prophetic? In a time of tremendous fear,
misinformation, and shortages, international interactions
between scientists and artists offer comfort, clarity, and
potentially life-saving solutions. The outcome of this great
experiment may depend on us listening to them.
—Claire Nettleton

The Leonardo Community, through this very challenging
COVID Pandemic Crisis, continues to provide a light
that is illuminating the most empowering and integrated
scholarship. During this crisis, The Leonardo Imagination,
through its unique and hardworking community, has
successfully risen consistently to relinquish antiquated
educational methodologies into a whelm where imagination breathes hope into intelligence; A community of
scholars that have the courage to Love, Hope, and exert
a vision of being free.

—Steven J. Oscherwitz

Startling sounds in Brooklyn—relentless sirens day and
night—the ambulances’ consistent whine, police cars
with their basso profondo whoop whoops and the nasal
twang of hysterical fire engines. But there is also the
cacophony of the urban bird’s joy, more resplendent than
I can ever remember, despite the sinister presence of the
semi-feral backyard cats. The birds who announce each
day’s magnificence as their chatter competes, if only for a
moment, against the hiss and tear of the wailing emergency
vehicles—the symphony of this jagged moment in time.
—Ellen Pearlman

COVID-19 may have separated us physically, and hidden
our smiles to one another behind masks, yet digital
inclusion and multiple movements of solidarity have made
me feel a citizen of the world. Simultaneously, my home
has come closer, while I extend myself into new pockets
of my adopted country, careening fibre-optically into the
bedrooms and studios of everyone from CEOs to students.
—Andrea Rassell
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Awakened as if into a dream, I see this moment
interrupting a world already out of control. A logic that
privileges economies over people is not sustainable. I
witness small moments of kindness in the wake of mass
fear and loss. A question confronts me: “why are we here?”
and is answered by newly inspired love for family and
friends. I wish for a future world full of art, hope, and love,
expanding for all.

—Gustavo Rincon

Three outstanding COVID-19 problems are why: 1) infants
and children almost never get sick; 2) huge differences
exist in death rates across nations; and 3) minorities
are unusually susceptible. All three phenomena can be
explained by vaccination rates against pneumonia-causing
bacteria that often predispose to and complicate viral lung
infections. If this is correct, means already exist to mitigate
the effects of the current and future pandemics.
—Robert Root-Bernstein

I’m leaving an empty box in the Zoom room. This someone
is absent from my social stream. They haven’t toasted in a
virtual happy hour or put a bear in their window. I didn’t
see them on a walk or hike in the nearby woods. Yet this is
someone that I am missing. Someone who is sheltering in
a two-bedroom apartment with 10 other people, someone
who can’t get Amazon Prime, someone who is learning loss
in ways I cannot relate. I cannot use this text to speak for
them, but I use this paragraph as a placeholder ________
for if and when.

During the lockdown, every conversation, which occurs
either online or behind a mask while standing the
recommended six feet apart, has started with a story of
experiencing a new order to our lives. A few months ago
we were complaining about how hectic and busy we were
in our jobs and careers. Now the shock of staying at home
feels devastating.

—JD Talasek

I’m not sure what day it is. Against the backdrop of death
and disease I am here. I saw a bird attacking a cat through
my double pane window. I think I have a husband but I
haven’t seen him lately. I saw someone passing by today.
They had a red baseball hat that said, “I pee in pools.” I
wonder if he really does. Of course the pools are closed so I
will never know.

—Pamela Winfrey

For the first time ever, all people on the planet, regardless of
their nation, race, gender, culture, socioeconomic status, or
anything, seem to be able to relate to one single situation at
the same time. There has been no other moment in history
with as much potential for change and connection—arisen
from disconnection. But why has it taken a pandemic for
us to finally start questioning what is actually important?
We need to act NOW!

—Why Elliy

—Danielle Siembieda
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